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ABSTRACT

This paper is mainly aimed at presentation of an impact of environmental conditions on imaging accuracy by using 
hydro-acoustic systems in waters of a high non-uniformity of spatial distribution of hydrological parameters. Impact 
of refraction on erroneous estimation of range, in case of wave radiation into water under a large angle, like in side 
sonars or multi-beam echo-sounders, is especially important. In this paper seasonal changes in sound speed and its 
impact on acoustic beam refraction is discussed. And, examples which illustrate errors in determination of side sonar 
range occurred during last investigations carried out in Gdansk Bay waters are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Side sonar is a device which makes imaging a relatively 
large area of seabed with high resolution, possible. A solution 
proposed by Prof. H. Edgerton1 in 1960 to be used in side 
sonar has served initially to search for submarines and other 
objects on seabed. Further investigations led to development 
of this technology into direction of sea geophysics and geology 
2,3,4,5. Contemporary hydro-acoustic systems including also 
side sonars are implemented in systems for seabed exploration 
and find many other applications such as e.g.: 
– investigations on seabed morphology and sediment 

characteristics (e.g. occurrence of reliefs, depressions, 
sediment structures etc)6,7,8,

– working out maps of distributions of seabed sediments 
and – in special cases – even bio-ceonosis, e.g. sea grass 
meadows 9,

– detection of special targets on seabed such as ship wrecks, 
mines, drown objects10,

– identification of suitable locations for offshore 
infrastructures (drilling platforms, pipelines, cables etc)11,

–seabed monitoring for environment management purposes.
In view of frequencies of acoustic waves radiated to water, 

sonars are divided into two kinds: of low-frequency (up to 
100 kHz) and high-frequency (over 100 kHz up to 1 MHz)12. 
Imaging accuracy increases along with frequency increasing. 
Observation range of sonars depends on their frequency and 
for high-frequency sonars it amounts to about 100 m in view 
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of damping rise proportionally to the square of frequency. 
At larger depth of water area an often used solution is to 
tow an immersed sonar behind a floating unit that makes 
it possible to achieve a distance required between sonar’s 
antenna and seabed. 

Side sonar’s resolution may be understood in two ways:
– as system’s resolution defined by a form of acoustic beam 

and pulse length 3, or
– as image resolution defined by number of pixels.

The system’s resolution depends on spatial distribution 
of acoustic power which decides on dimensions of the so 
called footprint. Transverse resolution and range resolution 
of  sonar was described by Jones3. It may be meant as 
a resolution across-track footprint and resolution along-track 
footprint5. The system’s resolution depends on a form and kind 
of transmitting converter. The transverse resolution is also 
affected by motion speed of sonar’s converter in relation to 
seabed. Horizontal beam breadth amounts to less than 1o for 
1 000 kHz frequency and about 1-2 o for frequencies ranging 
from 100 to 200 kHz. Vertical beam breadth – for different 
types of side sonars – ranges from 30 to 75o. Therefore, 
depending on a type of sonar, the resolution growing with 
water depth, is equal to about 1 cm (in case of transverse one) 
up to a few cm (of range one). 

The resolution is not the only parameter which decides 
on accuracy and quality of mapping. Environmental factors 
such as spatial distributions of water temperature, salinity 
and density which decide on spatial distribution of sound 
speed and consequently on acoustic beam refraction, play 
here an important role. Also course and speed of sonar’s 
antenna relative to seabed, antenna’s heel, distance over 
the bottom and operation range settings are the elements 
on which quality of sonar’s data depends. The factors may 
significantly influence the mapping. 

Considerations presented in this paper deal with an 
impact of environmental conditions, especially sound speed 
distribution on mapping accuracy of underwater images, 
which is exemplified by results of measurements conducted 
in the area of Gdansk Deeps. 

CHANGES IN HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
OF GDANSK BAY

The Baltic Sea is characteristic of yearly changeable 
hydrological conditions which influence hydro-acoustic 
conditions of the water area 13,14,15,16,17. A characteristic 
feature of Baltic Sea waters is their stratification. Three 
water layers: upper layer, deep layer and intermediate layer 
are distinguished – Fig. 1. In vertical distribution of salinity 
the intermediate layer – halocline is characteristic of a sudden 
change in salinity and occurs, depending on a Baltic Sea 
region, beginning from the depth of 40 up to 60 m or 60 up to 
80 m. In vertical distribution of seasonal temperature a water 
layer characteristic of a sudden change in temperature – 
thermo-cline appears in spring and summer months. Surface 
waters are of a low salinity and their temperature depends 
on a season of the year. Also a strong influence of wind 

(the so called wind mixing) on changes in distribution of 
hydrological parameters is observed. Deep waters have much 
greater salinity and small temperature variation, and, in 
contrast to typical shallow seas, in the Baltic Sea deep water 
temperature increases towards bottom. This results from the 
fact that irregular episodes of the pouring-in of salt water 
from the North Sea affect water temperature and salinity of 
that part of the Baltic Sea. 
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Fig. 1. Stratification of Baltic Sea water

Characteristic features of South Baltic Sea’s waters are 
illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3. They present average values 
of temperature and salinity in particular month of the year, 
based on the data collected in the years 2000-2010 for the 
Gdansk Deep region. 

The largest temperature changes are observed in the upper 
layer – Fig. 2. It is associated with heat exchange through 
water-atmosphere boundary. The highest temperature is 
reached in summer months (August, September), the lowest 
– in winter months (February, March).

In hydrological conditions typical for the South Baltic 
Sea sound speed changes are most affected by temperature 
changes. The highest value of sound speed is reached close 
to water surface in summer month. A characteristic feature 
of Baltic Sea water is that minimum value of sound speed 
occurs in the intermediate layer, then it increases towards 
seabed. The distribution is analogous to that of temperature. 
As a matter of fact in the Baltic Sea no seasonal changes in 
salinity are observed. Its lowest value is reached in the upper 
layer, the highest – in the deep layer. Vertical distribution 
of salinity in the Baltic Sea changes along with growing 
distance from Danish Straits. The greater the distance the 
smaller the salinity. Changes observed in distributions 
of instantaneous hydrologic and hydro-acoustic parameters 
result from local phenomena such as vortices, wind mixing, 
water inflow from big rivers or upwelling*.

* Lifting deep cold water onto surface.
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Fig. 2. Vertical distribution of temperature
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Fig. 3. Vertical distribution of salinity
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Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of sound speed

The change of sound speed in function of depth results 
in that refraction phenomenon is of a great importance in 
case of devices which use acoustic waves for information 
transmitting. Refraction affects accuracy in location 
of objects when acoustic wave is radiated into water under 
an angle. In hydro-acoustic devices sound speed value is 
most often assumed constant in function of depth. The fact 
of changeable sound speed in function of depth is not taken 
at all into account. In subsequent diagrams a difference in 
path of acoustic wave beam radiated into water under 60o 
angle in different seasons of the year, is presented. For the 
calculations the real instantaneous distributions recorded 
in February, August and November were selected (Fig. 5). 
The results were then compared with the range determined 

under the condition of no vertical sound speed gradient: 
dc/dh=0.
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Fig. 5. Example sound speed distributions recorded in Gdansk Deep region 
in February, August and November and the constant distribution assumed 

for calculations. 

Use was made of a refraction theory adapted from optics, 
i.e. change in wave propagation during passing into a medium 
of another sound speed. Water column was divided into 
horizontal layers to each of them constant sound speed values 
were assigned. In accordance with Snell law18 wave diffraction 
on the boundary of layers with different sound speeds is 
described by the following relation:

where: c1, c2 – stand for sound speed in subsequent layers, 
β1 – beam angle of incidence on the boundary of layers, and 
β2 – beam angle of penetration into second layer. The same 
procedure is used for boundaries of all layers in water column 
(Fig. 6). 

In carrying out the calculations, information about 
vertical sound speed distribution achieved from a given 
measurement point is used. In propagating the wave directed 
under an angle the point of passing the beam through the 
boundary of subsequent layers is shifted in horizontal 
plane against the point in which the measurement has 
been made. As results from the calculations, differences 
in ranges are not greater than 20 m. In the present stage 
of this reserch it was assumed that the values of vertical 
sound speed distribution measured in the point represent 
spatial sound speed distribution in water column of such 
radius. A detail assessment of refraction influence on error 
in estimation of hydro-acoustic device range would require 
an information about spatial distribution of sound speed. 
However, to execute such tests in sea conditions is a very 
difficult task. D
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Fig. 6. Odd refraction of acoustic beam during its passing through boundary 
of layers of different sound speed: c1>c2>c3, β3<β2<β1

Acoustic wave which propagates into a medium with the 
sound speed c1 falls onto boundary of media under the angle  
β1 counted against normal to the boundary. After passing 
into a medium of another sound speed the beam penetration 
angle changes to β2. This causes beam deflection and non-
linear trajectory forming, that consequently results in an 
error in determination of position of objects detected by 
hydro-location devices. 

Subsequent diagrams show range differences determined 
for the sound speed distributions given in Fig. 5 under 
assumption that acoustic beam is directed to water under 
60o angle. 
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Fig. 7. Trajectory of acoustic beam directed to water given for different months 
under assumption that sound speed distribution is uniform.
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Fig. 8. Error in range determination for the sound speed distributions 
given in Fig. 5

Depending on a sound speed distribution, differences 
between real range and its value in a homogenous medium 
are achieved. If a distribution is close to linear the differences 
are rather small. It may be illustrated by the distribution taken 
in November 2008. In this case the range coincides practically 
with that calculated for homogenous medium. Comparing 
the errors in range determination conducted in summer and 
winter months one can observe that the difference between 
the points of reaching the bottom in the depth of abt. 100 m 
by acoustic beam comes even to 40 m, Fig. 8. 

MEASURING SYSTEM

The measuring system was installed on s/y Freija, a 12 m 
research boat, Fig. 9. The boat is equipped a.o. with a module 
of Simrad Structure Scan side sonar cooperating with Simarad 
NSS9-evo2 plotter – a sending-receiving module. The system, 
apart from recording sonar images, makes automation 
of measurements along given cross-sections possible for its 
operator by using an autopilot integrated with the system. The 
positioning of research boat on navigation charts is ensured 
by 12-channel GPS receiver equipped with Garmin GPS 17x 
location sensor – this way the system’s accuracy is ensured to 
be 3 m. Safety of conducting the investigations is provided 
by gaining information from AIS system and radar. The side 
sonar converter was fastened on boat’s bottom by means 
of a special holder. Place of installation of the converter was 
selected at 3,5 m distance from the stern in order to eliminate 
influence of disturbances generated by screw propeller and 
aerated water flowing around the keel. Additionally, the 
selected place is characteristic of small rolling and pitching 
motions, otherwise it could affect quality of obtained acoustic 
images. The maximum range of the system reaches 183 m, 
maximum sounding depth – 92 m. Acoustic wave radiation 
frequency is equal to 455 kHz. 

Fig. 9. The research boat – s/y Freija

The measurements were performed in Gdansk Bay region in 
August and September 2016 and June 2017. During recording 
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seabed images the boat was moving with 2 knot speed. Several 
series of measurements were made in different points and 
different depths. The recording is carried out continuously 
and the data are imaged live on the sounder plotter (Fig. 10) 
installed inside the boat. The data are additionally recorded 
on an external storage medium. 

Fig. 10. Plotter 

Sound speed measurements were conducted by means 
of a CastAway CTD compact sounder which allows for fast 
measuring sound speed. Both the side sonar and CTD sounder 
are integrated with the GPS receiver, that facilitates to make 
catalogues of gained profiles by assigning them automatically 
to particular fragments of an investigated water area.

In comparison with the commonly used measuring 
modules, transmission of the data recorded in internal memory 
of the device is possible through an internal Bluetooth module 
(Fig. 11), i.e. without necessity of connecting any external 
cables. The sounder allows to take profiles in the depth up to 
100 m. Based on the water depth measurements, sound speed 
value is determined with the use of Chen-Millero empirical 
formula19. The established measuring accuracy is as follows: 
for salinity – 0,01 PSU, for depth – 0,01 m, for temperature 
– 0,05 °C, for sampling frequency – 5 Hz. 

The device is fitted with a 6-core conductometric sensor 
connected to a fast-reacting thermistor whose response 
amounts to less than 200 ms, that allows to reach a high 
measuring accuracy at high resolution. The sounder is lowered 
onto seabed due to its own weight; its resolution varies within 
the range from 0,15 to 0,53 m, depending on lowering speed. 

Fig. 11. Sonic sounder for measuring sound speed 

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

During the performed investigations, images of fragments 
of Gdansk Bay seabed were achieved together with information 
on conditions of acoustic wave propagation prevailing in 
the time of the tests. Recording the images was carried out 
continuously. Points where sound speed was measured are 
shown on the chart (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. The chart with marked points where sound speed was measured

Fig. 13 presents a fragment of a signal recorded by the 
side sonar. 1400 samples per each boat’s side were recorded 
in each sounding operation irrespective of a selected 
observation range. For instance at the selected range of 80 m 
the sampling interval is equivalent to the distance of about 
5.7 × 10-2 m.

Fig. 13. A signal recorded by side sonar

The signal is transformed into the form of images visible 
on the plotter. Fig.14 shows the seabed image recorded close 
to the point W7 in September 2016. 
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Fig. 14. Seabed image recorded close to the point W7 

The wave propagation conditions in September in the 
investigated region are described by the acoustic wave speed 
distributions shown in Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15. Vertical sound speed distributions taken in the selected stations 
in September 2016.

Comparing these distributions with the curve which 
illustrates a distribution typical for September, determined 
on the basis of results from the years 2000-2010, it is possible 
to observe higher sound speed values in the upper layer and 
a more sudden drop of the speed at the relatively small depth 
of 23,59 m. It results from occurrence of a higher temperature 
(17,5oC) in the subsurface stirred-water layer of about 23 m 
in thickness (Fig. 16). Under the warm water layer a cold 
water mass was present. In the depth of 30 m the water had 
temperature of 7,21oC whereas such temperature was usually 
observed about 15 m deeper. The sharply marked thermo-
cline resulted in a sudden change in sound speed. 
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Fig. 16. Water temperature changes in the station W5 in September 2016 and 
averaged respective data form the years 2000-2010

This anomaly in temperature distribution caused 
a significant odd refraction. The curves in Fig. 17 show an area 
covered by side sonar beam in natural conditions compared 
with the area determined under assumption that sound speed 
is distributed uniformly within the whole water column. 
At 38 m depth the beam refraction causes that points on 
the echo-sounder screen are depicted in the distance of over 
100 m from the boat’s path whereas they are really located 
in the distance only a little greater than 80 m. 
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Fig. 17. Side sonar theoretical range versus real one in the station W7

The next figure presents an error in range determination 
resulting from refraction. At the bottom it amounted to 2,14 m 
for side sonar internal beam and 19,92 m for its external beam. 
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Fig. 18. Range determination error in the station W7 for the acoustic beams 
directed under the angles of 45° and 70° 

Seabed investigations are often aimed at searching objects 
lying on seabed. Fig. 19 shows the wreck of the ship „Delfin” 
drown in the middle of Puck Bay (Point C12).

Fig. 19. The wreck of the ship „Delfin” – the image from the point C12
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Fig. 20 shows the sound speed distribution taken in the 
point C12 in June 2017. 
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Fig. 20. The sound speed distribution taken in the point C12 in June 2017 
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Fig. 21. Side sonar theoretical range versus real one in the station C12
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Fig. 22. Range determination error in the station C12 for the acoustic beams 
directed under the angles of 45° and 70° 

Also in this case the odd refraction causes error in range 
determination in conditions of large beam penetration angles.

SUMMARY 

Environmental conditions in shallow sea, especially 
changeable seasonal temperature distribution which directly 
affects spatial distribution of sound speed field, are of a great 
importance for accuracy in seabed imaging by means of side 
sonar. Based on the research results presented in this paper 
it can be stated that error in estimating range of sound wave 
beam penetrating under a large angle is significant even in 
case of a not very large depth. 

For instance, for external acoustic beam of the sonar used 
in the presented measurements, penetrating water under 70° 
angle – the error in the tests carried out on the station C12 
of 21 m depth in June 2017 amounted to 10 m, and on the 
station W7 of 38 m depth in September 2016 – 20 m. The GPS 
system used for the research boat positioning determined its 
position with the error of 3 m. 

Range estimation errors or imaging accuracy in testing 
with the use of hydro-acoustic devices depend on many 
instrumental and environmental factors or those associated 
with ship motion. The presented results indicate that errors 
associated with refraction should be taken into account 
during interpretation of test results. 
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